
Braintree Canoeing Club Annual General Meeting

Friday 20th January at 7.30pm 2017 Charles Leeks House, Braintree

Minutes

Meeting Opens – 7.30pm

Apologies for Absence  Graham Horsham, Pete Hewett, Dan Murray, Rebecca Harris

Minutes of 2015 AGM      Jacquie Hall - proposed.  Kevin Dudley – seconded. Accepted.

Chairman’s Report – Ian Fisher

Firstly, I would like to thank you all for turning out this evening, and supporting your club. 

It has been an interesting year for our club and a learning curve for me as your Chairman.  I 
have enjoyed it more than I thought I would. 

One of the first things on the list to deal with was the appointment of an Event safety officer. 
If we were to run events to people outside of the club we are required to provide a named 
person as an event safety officer. As we do not run outside events we do not come under this 
requirement. However we have a named  an event officer just for the purpose of british 
canoeing. 

Over the course of the year there have been many trips, either within the club or outside of 
the club,  such as French alps, Austria and Slovenia.
At easter  we saw our annual surfing trip which was well supported
Also there have been many sea trips and local paddles.  Including the joint trips with other 
local clubs.And enjoyed my first estuary paddle this year

Plenty of us have been regularly using LV this year including our youngest member to pass the
Olympic assessment at the age of 13 well done Aaron fisher. 
In the last couple of  years our white water kayakers took part in wwsrt course up on the 
Tryweryn, it is planned that another group will attend this coming year.
Our polo team is still going strong but I will leave that for Damon to tell you about.

To add further strength to the club we also have 2 new coaches.  Jordan and myself having 
done our level ones earlier in the year. And with the continued support of Clive Marfleet, from
Maldon and Dengie, and the Coaches from bramston canoe club we will be furthering our 
skills. With the 4  star touring leadership award. And 4 star ww

The annual club BBQ was a great success and was well supported but unfortunately I could 
not be there myself this time. 

It is also good to see that as a club we must be doing something right with the use of our 
website and Facebook as our membership keeps on growing. 

The storage containers to house our equipment is becoming a bit of a saga, and hasn’t 
progressed as quickly as we would have liked however, I will leave that to Dave Harris to tell 



you about that.

As many of you know mark Boddington started off this year on the committee but with other 
things going on he stepped down. But I would like to thank Him for the work he had done in 
the years he was on the committee, likewise with Graeme Horsham as he steps down as of 
tonight and I have already thanked him for his contribution over the last 7 years with the 
running of the website.

I would also like to say thank you to all those volunteers who help out on Saturday mornings 
and Sunday Evenings, to ensure that our pool sessions runs smoothly and safely.  And one last 
thank you to members of the committee, for their contribution and the support they have 
given me as chairman. And I wish the new committee well for the coming year.

Well thats all I am going to say as I know that others have so much more to tell you in greater 
detail.

Secretary’s Report – Kevin Dudley

Membership stands at a total of 154 as of 31st December which is a very healthy number for 
the Club. It has followed the usual pattern with a big drop-off just after the AGM where many 
who have joined do not renew but we have had a continued stream of genuine new joiners 
throughout the rest of the year.

Treasurer’s Report – Kevin Dudley

Kevin presented an electronic copy of the accounts, 

We have had an excess of expenditure over income of £3,772.73 for 2016 with the single most
significant item being £5,193.00  as partial payment for the storage facilities at the pool – the 
balance will be paid in the 2017 fiscal year.

Pool income has exceeded the fees charged by Fusion Lifestyle  to the value of £1,784.99 – 
again I have made some assumptions as to where the direct deposit income has been split but 
overall we have an excess of income over expenditure.

The Club BBQ cost us a total of £516,37 this year. The high cost primarily due to the difficulty 
in estimating correct numbers of attendees and the purchase of equipment that can be re-
used rather than borrowing from Club members.

An outstanding item from the 2015 accounts was the £62.00 that was owed to Graham 
Bloomfield as his refund for the Scillies trip – I did manage to contact Graham eventually and 
he kindly donated the excess funds to the Club.

A full set of the financial reports will be made available on the Club website later.

There  was  a  discussion  on  the  Club  supporting  the  training  of  coaches  and  other  safety
related matters. 

Equipment Report – David Harris 

In terms of equipment this year the usual repairs and replacements have been carried out to 
the clubs stock of boats and ancillaries consisting of spray decks, handles, bungs, paddles etc   

The main focus of my efforts have been to progress the two off storage containers using the 



grant money obtained last year for this purpose.  To put it mildly the process has been 
protracted and fraught with difficulties.

 The original supplier identified (MAC containers) decided to increase their prices by 
35% when it became time to place the order, hence I had to locate an alternative that 
was more in keeping with the budget requirements.  This rework took time to review 
with other suppliers however a price and specification was agreed and an order for the 
containers was placed with Containers Direct in October.  The container construction 
should be completed in January 2017. 

 During 2016 there was a change of manager at Realm (the company who manage 
Freeport).  Regrettably the previous manager had not passed any of the information 
agreed with the club onto the new manager who was unaware of the project. More 
communications and amendments to the license agreement had to be undertaken to 
satisfy the new manager, with one condition of the license requiring a permit from 
Realm to effect the ground works.  The permit application  (Risk Assement, Method 
Statement, Public Liability Insurance, HSE Standard) was submitted to Realm on the 1st 
December 2016 and to date, despite numerous reminders a permit has not been issued.
Until this is resolved the installation of the containers is on hold.  It is hoped this 
situation will be resolved shortly.

 To summarise the container project:
 The two containers are in production and will be completed in January 2017 and 

comprise of one 20 x 10 ft and one 15 x 8 ft – sized to maximise the space available at 
the pool.

 Documentation turnaround from Realm who manage the land has and is frustratingly 
slow and protracted, however they control the land that we need to borrow.  It is 
approval and issue of the permit within their control which is now holding things up.

 When the containers are delivered and sited it remains to fit out the racking which will 
be carried out by club members with the appropriate skills.

Welfare Officer’s Report – Paul Norman

All of the committee have been DBS checked and this will also be done for new Committee 
members and club members who regularly assist with coaching at the pool sessions.

Both myself and Ian have completed the Safeguarding and protecting children workshop 

In respect of the proposed amendment to the Club constitution in relation to permanently 
excluded members I feel I should respond to a comment on the club website from Sally Walker
Wilson which reads “ I would like to know why the club are not telling the past or present 
members what information they hold about them. The above inclusion looks like it gives the 
Committee carte blanche”

a/ As far as I am aware Sally Walker Wilson is not and never has been a member of BCC

b/ I believe this relates to a subject access request made under the data protection Act by a 
permanently excluded member .In response to this request BCC has ensured that the DPA was
complied with , British Canoeing were liaised with and the Information Commissioners Office 
were involved. Ultimately the ICO found that BCC had complied with the DPA in respect of this
request. Please be assured that to the best of my knowledge all data held on club members is 
held in compliance with the DPA.



 

I feel I should also respond to comments made on the club facebook page :

 02/01/17 : “Lets hope we have unbiased forward thinking committee members elected who's 
objective is to help all members interested in the sport helping others and themselves gain 
experience, enjoyment in canoeing.”

15/12/16 : made on the constitution change proposal is: “Very Interesting proposition? Every 
member has at sometime said things they regret. Life changes as time goes forward and should a 
lifetime ban be the right of the committee? There is Always two sides to every story. From 
negative events there is usually a positive outcome.”

Again both of these comments relate to the same permanently excluded member. It is fair to 
say that leading up to his exclusion RW was dealt with in an unbiased and fair manner and in 
accordance with BCC’S Disciplinary procedure , British Canoeing were also liaised with every 
step of the way and were aware of the actions taken leading to his permanent exclusion. RW 
was given the opportunity to appeal and he chose not to.

Polo Officer’s Report – Damon Grigg

Regular good attendance on Wednesday sessions (usually ~15)

Participated in regional (SE div 2) and National (D4S) polo leagues:

- National D4S winners 15/16, promoted to D3S (4th 14/15, 7th 12/13, 6th 13/14)

- Regional SE D2 runners up {5th  14/15)

St Albans Open Tournament in June

London International Tournament (Danson Park) in July, 2nd in class 3

Castle Tournament in Sept

Refereeing:

- Tim & Vince completed Theory 3 just need practical assessment

- Damon reassessed from Grade 4 to 3, and now with Theory 2

Youth Officer’s Report – Lewis French

Over the past year, there has been considerable improvement in regards to the younger 
members of the club. It has been a common occurrence at pool sessions to see them trying 
multiple disciplines, including freestyle and squirt. Furthermore, throughout the year we have 
had multiple freestyle trips to Hurley weir, marsh weir and lee valley, with people coming back
and teaching what they've learned to people who may not have been able to go on the trip, 
allowing them to hone their skills before applying them to more challenging situations. This 
has allowed multiple individuals to pass their legacy assessment and some even their Olympic 
assessment at Lee Valley. Additionally,one of our youth members has managed to rank 
second in the country in a national freestyle league.



Annual Subscriptions for 2017 – No changes were proposed, the meeting accepted this and 
therfore annual subscriptions remain at – Individual £28, Limited Family £44, Family £60.

Pool Closure 2017 – Ian and Kevin reported on the dates for the closure of the Braintree pool 
to effect a permanent repair to the lifting tiles problem. The dates issued by Braintree District
Council an Fusion Leaisure are 27th February 2017 to 29th April 2017. We have been offered 2 
alternative sesions a the Bramston centre -  Wednesdays 21:00 and Sundays 16:00. The 
meeting requested we accept the Sunday session. Ian and Kevin are to visit Bramston and 
negotiate with Fusion and Bramston Canoe Club whether joint usage of the Wednesday 
session will be possible/beneficial and to report back to the membership.

Proposed change to constitution – Kevin Dudley

A discussion was held on the proposed change. Concern was raised that a single appeal 
process might be too restrictive. Given the nature of the process to be followed it was felt 
that a single review would be sufficient as the consitution could allow a fresh application for 
membership to be considered – however the Committe at the time of such an application 
would have to be mindful of the offence, the procedure followed and the reasons why an 
appeal had been denied originally. This was accepted by the meeting and the following vote 
resulted in acceptance of the change. The new constition is therefore in effect.

Club Records – Given the nature of the previous discussion and items in the Welfare Officer’s 
report the Committee thought it prudent to ask the members present for guidance on how 
long Club records should be kept. Charle Ralli offered to assit the 2017 Committee in 
formulating  records retention and destruction policies. Related to this the 2017 Committee 
will also review usage of facilities such as the Club website, Facebook page etc. to determine 
whether additional controls and/or policies should be put in place to manage these resources.

Presentation of Awards – Ian Fisher

Ron Brown Award – not awarded this year

Youth Improver – Aaron Fisher

Young Paddler of the year – Lewis French

Adult improver – Tania Hugo. 

Swimmer of the year– Graeme McLeod

Clubman of the year – Dave Harris

Paddler of the year – Mark Poole – again . . . . .  

Election of New Committee 

Graham Horsham and Mark Boddington are retiring from the committee.

Jacquie Hall and Kevin Jezzard have volunteered to join.

This being within the bounds of the numbers required no election was required and the new 
members of the committee were invited to join the committee table

Election of Chairman

And Dronsfield proposed Kevin Dudley – Kevin declined to stand



Kevin Dudley proposed Ian fisher  - Andy Dronsfield sconded this

There being no other proposals this was carried and Ian Fisher was duly elected as Chairman 
for 2017.

Diary for the Year

R Lune – November
R. Wye, Symonds Yat - May
French Alps – June
Scotland – options of August through October
R. Stour Hurley – January

AOB

Simon Lea-Armstrong requested FSRT training – will be arranged if we have sufficient interest

Dave Puttick noted that the previous club post relating to obstructions on the R.Stour have 
proven unfounded.

Ian read an email from Dan Murray which prompted a discussion regarding publishing of runs 
and the general dissemination of information about runs to club members

Meeting close - Please stay and have a drink and a bite to eat.


